PRODUCT DATA SHEET

Centrecoat R16 Slip Resistant
Floor Treatment

Description
Centrecoat R16 is a slip resistant floor treatment for mineral surfaces such as ceramic, concrete and terrazzo tiles. Ideal
for use in factories, communal areas, nursing homes, entrance halls, gyms, swimming pool surrounds, pedestrian
crossings, kitchen floors, shower units...in fact most areas were floors are slippery, especially when wet.

Benefits
Does not alter the chemical composition of the substrate
Non hazardous
Easy to use
Has a pleasant odour enabling it to used anywhere, even in a closed room

Application
Always test apply the product on a small hidden area of the substrate.
For Concrete or Terrazzo Slabs: Use neat - Allow to react for up to 60 minutes
For Slabs, Porcelain and Tiles: Use neat - Allow to react for up to 40 - 60 minutes
For Polished Granite: Use neat - Allow to react for up to 40 to 60 minutes
Apply the product onto clean and dry surface applying it with the assistance of a brush or low pressure spray. Make
sure the product stays present over the complete surface during treatment. Top up with more product as required.
Do not allow a treated surface to become dry throughout the treatment period.
After treatment, rinse carefully with water. The treated surface can be used immediately after it has become dry.
Repeat the application again if additional slip resistance is required depending on the floor and the resistance level
measurement.

Technical Data
Composition: Water based alkali
Physical State: Liquid at 20°C
Appearance: Colourless
Odour: Scented
Boiling Point: 100°C
Density: 1.1

Clean Up
Clean equipment and tools after use with clean warm water.

Storage
Store away from frost and heat in a dry place at temperatures between 5°C and 30°C.

Shelf Life
24 months from the date of production when kept in original unopened container.

Packaging
Available in 1 and 5 Litres.
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